
Hope for Haiti News and more, September 15, 2020


	 Ever feel like you are at the “business end” of a funnel? Although we’ve been fairly 
quiet, much has been going on behind the scenes with Hope for Haiti, EMEVI and Marcel. 


	 So, first up, in 2019 unrest in Haiti curtailed our travel plans so our information 
collection of photo’s and updates on children just kinda stopped! By the first of the year (2020) 
things were starting to calm down a bit and we were looking at the possibility of a Spring trip. 
Y’all know what happened and we will not visit that topic other than to say those travels were 
put on hold. Time for more and more prayer as the Lord’s call on our lives had not changed 
only some goings on around us. He was not surprised so He helped us refocus on what we can 
do and put aside that which we can’t. Imagine that!


	 As our Hope for Haiti Board gathered, the Lord led us to look at hiring at least one 
Haitian to help with the collection of photo’s and information. After contacting Marcel, it 
became obvious this was the direction to take and, in time, the Lord showed Marcel just who 
to have help not only us, but, also to help him with EMEVI.


	 Introducing Verline in the green and Lucienne on the left, 
Marcel’s new Administrative Assistants.


	 The Lord has a plan, we just need to connect with Him 
allowing him to lead us along the correct path. He does not show us 
more than the next step (at least that’s all I see) but encourages us to 
take that step.


	 This is still unfolding while this is being written but, we 
wanted to pass along what we have now.


	 While not a complete list, you will see EMEVI Children by 
school below, some include current grades, please bear with us and 
we will post additional information as it becomes available. Currently 
the quality of the photo’s is ok for posting online, it’s not quite what’s needed for printing and 
sending out.


	 The children in Haiti have started back up in school. Currently they are playing catch up 
and finishing off the last years school work, the new school year will start the beginning of 
November. The children in EMEVI are all in session while other parts of the country are 
struggling with continuing areas of unrest keeping many out of school.


Please share this newsletter if you happen to know of others that may not receive it via email 
and are sponsoring children. 


There are multiple pages with this email with the children we’ve been blessed to get photo’s of. 
More to follow as that door opens up.


Please pray for Marcel and the children as there are (as always) many needs. Food has been an 
issue, or the lack of, for many months now and costs will take the wind out of your sails.


www.hopeforhaiti.ws saintmarchaiti@gmail.com P.O. Box 80065, Chattanooga, TN 37414


Finally we may very well end up with an address change, will let you know soon.

http://www.hopeforhaiti.ws
mailto:saintmarchaiti@gmail.com


BN= Bois Neuf Children

CH= Charrette

CO= Colmini

FB= Fond Baptist

BT= Bataille
























